LOCKDOWN THOUGHTS & CREATIONS
Dear Members
Many Thanks for all your wonderful contributions and support
of ERTF.
Eva Cantin has kindly put together detailed instructions for
our new banner project and Frances Green has confirmed
the Title and RHS contribution to our exhibition in 2022 at
Hyde Hall - please do attend the study day in October - it will
be socially distanced!
Please do enjoy all the wonderful articles and if anyone else
has a story or anecdote do please email me.
Best Regards
Carole

ERTF Exhibition - June 2022
We are delighted to report that, in collaboration with
RHS Hyde Hall (the location of our June 2022
exhibition), we have now agreed the exhibition title as
'Changing Earth'.
The idea behind the exhibition is that our pieces of
work should interpret/be inspired by a recent RHS
report 'Gardening in a Changing Climate' - full details
including a link to the summary report, the full report
and relevant audio clips is available on the relevant
page of the ERTF website – see https://ertf.org.uk/ertfmembers-exhibition/
Please note that the first of two study days at Hyde
Hall is scheduled for this coming Tuesday October
13th. Hyde Hall is currently open to RHS members
and they have confirmed that, as things currently
stand, this study day will go ahead.
Please note the date for now and we will follow up with
further details nearer the time. Keep an eye on the
ERTF website!

A LOCKDOWN STORY FROM VELENCIA
BY CATHERINA PETIT-VAN HOEY PART 1
Bringing people together has never been more important in such
challenging times, like this. So when Carole asked me to write an
article for the ERTF Newsletter about my lockdown experience in our
9th floor rental apartment in Valencia, Spain, I decided to temporarily
change my needle and thread for my keyboard.
Since we went into lockdown on the 14th of March I have been busier
then ever before with stitching and textile related communications, like
Zoom sessions with members of the Hertfordshire Embroiderers Guild.
For me stitching and taking part in stitch projects has helped me
enormously throughout the years in maintaining good mental health,
which I am sure many of you experience in similar ways. However in
these extraordinary times of confinement, fears and uncertainties,
stitching has been part of my survival strategy.
When we went in lockdown in March, I was working on my piece for
the exhibition, A Sense of Place, which started off as one of my
unfinished stitch projects.
When I had to choose what to bring over from our house in the UK,
after we made our temporary move to Valencia a year ago, I decided
to include a few of my unfinished stitch projects. This one was started
in 2007 during my night-shifts as a community carer. It was not even
half finished and laid rolled up, isolated on a shelf in my UK workroom
for the last 13 years!! As it happened it fitted the brief for this
exhibition, so I took it to Valencia where I finished it, during our
lockdown. I have called this work "Self Isolation".
(Image 1 below)

A LOCKDOWN STORY FROM VELENCIA
BY CATHERINA PETIT-VAN HOEY (CONT)
The labyrinth is created with cotton knitting yarn in a composite stitch, double
raised chain band on linen.
The surrounding garden is made of all kinds of scraps of green fabrics, pleated,
crumpled and stitched down. Further embellished with embroidery stitches,
buttons, braid and beads.
The windows and door-openings in the four gatehouses are painted and stitched.
The meditation figure in the middle is made in French knots. It sits in the centre of
a Labyrinth, a single path which twists and turns but, unlike a maze, leads straight
to the centre and back out into the world again. The maze, however, is like a
complex (mental) puzzle with multiple choices and dead ends, where you can get
lost, anxious and confused. Perhaps a bit like the current world wide pandemic
situation we find ourselves in.
Meditation - sitting back in stillness and isolating myself for daily periods of time
from unhelpful mental and emotional thoughts - gives me peace, clarity and space
to be creative. It's especially helpful now, in this worrying time.
I then went on to take part in the free on-line Community Stitch Challenge
organised by TextileArtist.org , which ran for 7 weeks and featured every week a
different textile artist inviting us to take up their stitch challenge. Pictures of works
could be posted on their Facebook page, which other stitchers commented on in
very supportive ways, creating a really lovely on-line community.
The work I created for the Stitch Challenge directed by Cas Holmes is called
‘Lockdown’ and was created in the 3rd week of our confinement.
Apart from the occasional walk to the supermarket and back we were not allowed
out on the streets. Let alone to the nearby beach, the beautiful Turia riverbed
park, or the foothills of the mountains.
Luckily, since the 3rd of May, we are in the de-escalation phase, so we are
gradually getting more freedom and are now allowed to go for walks and bike
rides at specified times.
But before that, we went occasionally to the roof of our building for some fresh air.
We avoided going when we heard that other people were up there, which we
could hear from the banging metal door upstairs.
(Image 2 below)

CREATIONS BY CATHERINA PETIT-VAN HOEY
A Sense of Place

Lockdown

LOCKDOWN THOUGHTS
BY NORAH STOCKER
Isolation. This came into my life 3 years ago when suddenly very sadly Ray died.
Followed by the sudden deaths of my 2 dear sisters and my brother in law. I had
to keep rebuilding my life. But then this pandemic hit us with total solo isolation for
me; no people, no family, no friends, it did send me over the top.
Incomprehensible and no purpose. But hey, here we are making contact with old
and new friends in every conceivable way, what on earth would we do without
social media and our creative instincts. The absolute support of other humans. To
nurture, encourage emphasizing across the screens. Facebook, Instagram, Zoom
using every social media to make contact.
This routine kept my sanity using all of the above. Signing up for 10 week art
challenges Sketchbook Revival was excellent dipping in and out of selected tutors
projects. Textile.org weekly textile art challenges with various tutors selecting
projects. Cas Homes I signed up to and still involved with her group Value and
Miss. Another artist Sylvia Paul weekly art challenges has been interesting too.
I am giving free on line inspirational ideas workshops. I am still running my 100
day project nature designs page a day on Instagram. At last I can go and now
work at my art studio in the village several times a week. My June solo exhibition
at Snape Maltings Suffolk was cancelled. Rebooking for 2021. I had spent 18
months and completed working on this Journeys Living In the Now. Earlier in the
year Mary Schoeser had asked me to teach selected workshops at her School of
textiles in the village which obviously also have been postponed until further
notice. But will run again at some point.
At the start of the lockdown I have kept a daily pandemic journal book. I have also
kept a concertina sketchbook going of our Coggeshall village pandemic life. Some
of the allotment sketches I put onto Coggeshall village fb page. The museum
contacted me and has asked to keep these on historic files for future. So my
sketchbook will eventually go to the museum to keep. This has been of great
interest for me and others too.
I would just like to thank our committee and Carole Nicholls for keeping our group
running. Such interesting articles. We are all very much in the same situation and
sincerely hope we will all meet again.
Stay Safe!

NORAH STOCKER CREATIONS

DOUBLE VISION BY CHERRY TAYLOR
The great thing about lockdown is that nobody can ‘pop round’ and witness the messy
mountains of fabrics left out and pieces of work pinned to doors or stuck on walls. So, it’s
been a great opportunity to work uninterrupted, to focus down on my current project and
to dig out materials, threads and left-overs to reuse and reassess.
My ERFT theme has been Japan, as it’s the source of so many techniques and
processes used in current textile practice. In pursuit of research material, my last
excursion before lockdown was a visit to the V & A’s Kimono, Kyoto to Catwalk
exhibition. The show was supported by two-dimensional images, woodblock prints
particularly, which have their own visual appeal. There were also examples of modern
interpretations of the kimono, which were helpful in thinking bout contemporary
approaches to my project.
I had visited Japan about 10 years ago and, looking through photos, had thought to
incorporate an abstracted version of the Zen temple gardens - the ones with raked sand
and rocks. I thought this would lend itself to graphic linear patterns, probably with vertical
emphasis, as a scroll or a kimono might be designed.
In the event, I became totally absorbed with machine twin-needle experimentation,
combined with discharge processes and the re-dyeing of some areas. The Zen garden
idea somehow morphed into some kites in the sky with streamers, a common decorative
motif in Japanese traditional art and design. I tried to just let the work develop, trying to
keep some reference to a pictorial element, but letting the stitch lines and patterns have
prominence.
It’s been a very generative approach and one which I hope to continue with and apply to
my next project - whatever that turns out to be. I guess I’ll have to tidy ip at some point,
but until then ……….

CHERRY TAYLOR CREATIONS

THOUGHTS BY JUNE JESSOP
Having been asked to contribute an item for inclusion in the next Newsletter and
having agreed to come up with something, I was then rather stumped with something
to write but here goes.
Following the fairly sudden death of my husband in July last year and been invited by
friends to visit them in Adelaide, South Australia, I decided to embark on part of a
‘round-the-World’ cruise, leaving Tilbury on 6th January 2020 and jumping ship in
Sydney.
I took with me some art materials and some hand sewing including my piece for the
‘Sense of Place’ exhibition. I attended a few of the watercolour painting classes
offered on board and also went to some of the ‘knit and natter’ daily sessions unfortunately the space allocated for the latter was not good with regards to lighting
or table space. Most of those attending, including a German lady and a Chinese
Canadian, were knitters and there were only 1 or 2 patchworkers including a man
who was working on EPP Diamonds to create a quilt – his stitching was minute and
high quality and he donates all his quilts to charity. Needless to say, I was unable to
achieve much during these sessions but did move my piece forward a little.
Our journey took us through the South Pacific but unfortunately we were not allowed
to dock in Nuku Alofa (Tonga) because of the Covid-19 virus, where I had hoped to
visit a native village to see textiles being made and hopefully purchase.
We travelled to Tahiti and Fiji and here I did find very limited textiles to buy – a block
printed tea towel and a sarong being 2 such items. I did find a good fabric shop in
Suva selling haberdashery and threads familiar to me but I wasn’t tempted into
buying any of the boldly printed colourful fabrics.
Before reaching Sydney our last ports of call were in New Zealand where we were
entertained at a Maori village and I was struck by how similar designs have travelled
across the Pacific from island to island and through the different cultures but all end
up with some similarity.
Once in Adelaide my stitching came to a halt but I was able to do some sketching of
the landscape and the amazing eucalyptus trees which lend themselves to textile
reproductions in their structure, colour and texture and I hope at some point to
develop something inspired by them.
Sadly we went into lockdown while I was in Adelaide so I was unable to explore the
city as I would have done but I was told about a fabric shop on the far side of town
and my friend kindly drove me there – it was more a warehouse – and I did come
away with some beautiful Japanese fabrics which I stroke from time to time!

THOUGHTS BY JACKIE UPHILL
I personally view the current situation as part of life’s cycle – we have wonderful
times and we have awful times and all the variations in between - and so my
philosophy is to accept and endure and get through it with as positive a mind-set
as I can. I think it helps that I am a ‘glass half full’ kind of person and that I see
the beauty, wonder and magic that lies all around us.
This was my thinking when I created my piece ‘Enchanted Path’ for the ‘A Sense
of Place’ exhibition. I have always read fantasy novels since I was a small child
and books like ‘The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe’ by C S Lewis have given
me an enduring interest in doorways and gateways to other lands, places, worlds.
I started my ‘Enchanted Path’ piece by imagining a feeling of curiosity, wonder,
what if…..

…..what if I am wandering along and come across a path between large rocks.
It’s a quiet place; feels strange. The path is worn and old, looks like people don’t
come here anymore. It’s overgrown with brambles and mossy stones, which show
hints of old runes carved in the stone. But there is magic here, old world power.
Ahead I see an arch, shinning with iridescent light, a shimmery gauze-like veil
with a hint of beauty behind it.
Whilst I had the thoughts and feelings of the story, I quickly sketched out my idea
on a scrap of paper. I then did a watercolour picture of the piece to get an idea of
the size and colours.
On the actual textile piece, I layered pieces of patterned fabrics for the tall side
rocks and heavily machine stitched them. The little boulders lining the path, the
steps and the archway were stitched separately and applied later. The moss and
flowers on the boulders and the flowers and leavers in the foreground are hand
stitched.

JACKIE UPHILL CREATIONS

JACKIE UPHILL CREATIONS

THOUGHTS BY SUE GREEN
I work part-time, 15-20 hours per week partly in London and Watford and working
from home. Creatively, I have been studying for a Textiles degree with the Open
College of the Arts for the last two years. Coursework, research and write-ups
have been shoehorned into spare time alongside, work, family and social
commitments and, well, life. Previously, I’ve found creativity of any form is
relaxing, stimulating and a great confidence builder. About 18 months ago,
textiles were my escape and lifeline during a period of extreme stress and
anxiety.
During February and the beginning of March, the office conversation revolved
around Covid-19, the risks of commuting and feasibility of working from
home. Previously self employed when the children were small, I was very happy
to return to this way of working with no commute and more time to focus on
coursework and quiet thinking time.
The 4th March was my last day in the office, I collected up everything necessary
for setting up at home and skipped home very happy with my newly found free
and extremely quick commute down the stairs from my workroom at home rather
than on the train into London or by car into Watford.
A week later, on 11th March, the World Health Organisation declared that Covid19 was now a global pandemic. The news came out as I sat in A&E, Watford with
my husband and family – my husband was seriously ill and deteriorating fast with
a non-Covid condition. Later that night, he was transferred as an emergency to
UCLH for possible emergency surgery. Whilst at Watford A&E, the harsh realities
and health threats of Covid-19 became transparently clear. Exit routes around
the department were intermittently temporarily closed as suspected cases were
moved through corridors, staff in those areas were wearing full hazmat suits and
looking tense. Our daughter, a respiratory registrar currently working in research,
discussed which hospital she would be seconded to. I planned to visit Nick whilst
he was in UCLH but, following a speedy shopping trip where I was served by an
assistant who was clearly unwell and coughing, the decision was made to selfisolate and not to visit Nick for 7 days concerned that I had caught the disease
and might pass it on to him or staff.
During that week at home alone, frustrated at not being able to visit Nick and very
concerned about how he was progressing, I hoped creative work and coursework
would be the obvious choice to take my mind off everything else that was going
on – except it didn’t. I struggled with the coursework, there were new
monoprinting and collaprinting techniques to master and all I could see was the
printing ink making a mess. Far from working experimentally, I felt lost and
empty, wanting and needing the safety of the ordinary when everything else most
certainly wasn’t.

THOUGHTS BY SUE GREEN (CONT)
Instead, I found comfort in knitting and crochet, the rhythmic movement of the
needle and hook. I dug out two half made baby blankets (one knitting, one
crochet) and finished them for the local women’s refuge.
During the following weeks, it felt like the world had gone mad, people panic
buying toilet rolls, frozen foods, pasta, rice, tinned foods, the stock market
plummeting, the government announced ‘lockdown’ from 24th March. Food
shopping and availability of regular food items became an anxiety, travel for
emergencies only and being around other people felt too risky – but the sun was
shining and the skies became bluer than I’d seen ever. I felt and still feel lucky
that I haven’t been furloughed and my paid work hasn’t changed much but there
was an underlying extreme anxiety generated by the threat to our health, relieved
by the rhythm of knitting and crochet.
Over the following three months, Nick was intermittently in and out of hospital
and, following surgery, is now well on the road to recovery. Life slowly came into
order and over the last two weeks, has taken on a new, calmer, happier
normal. Now, I have more time to reflect and work experimentally and the textiles
coursework is up to date.
The last three months have felt and still feel surreal. I look out of the window and
the sky is a deep blue, few vapour trails in the sky and the world is quite beautiful
but there is an underlying threat from a virus. Now I wonder if, when we are able
to, would I want to return to the dash? Cramming everything in? I can still work
from home, and now have time to relax, research and progress coursework,
textiles in its widest form, also time to garden, paint, cook, catch up with friends
on Zoom.
What’s the crunch point? When everything was falling apart, I’d expected
creativity and experimental textiles for the coursework to be my refuge as it had
been previously. Instead it became another challenge. Now the dust has cleared
I’ve realised that when everything is falling apart, my refuge is in the rhythm of the
basic whether this is hand sewing, knitting or crochet always on something that is
easy. Taking that route then means the creative spark has rested and is now
ready to run again.

A LOCKDOWN STORY FROM VELENCIA
BY CATHERINA PETIT-VAN HOEY PART 2
So this little work, called ‘Lockdown’, depicts us on the roof of our apartment
building. The little metal tag, which I found there, became the metal door. The
green fabric scraps are from my just finished work, called Self Isolation. The blue
fabric is from an old skirt, which I also used in the Embroiderers’ Guild project
‘Home’. The fabric with the Spanish script is from a cotton bag which had paella
rice in it, which grows in the Albufera National park, outside Valencia.
The other fabrics are dyed with leftover henna. After colouring my hair with henna
for the last 30 years or so, I have decided to use this not-going-out time to turn
gracefully grey.
The padlock shows the date we went in lockdown. The satellite disc, (although for
TV) indicates the importance of satellites, especially communication satellites, as
we are experiencing now.
Also my husband, now working from home, works with satellites and is employed
by Val Space for a 3 year project for the European Space Agency.
The Valencian orange in the sky represents the surreal time we find ourselves in.
Cas suggested to stitch the finished work on watercolour paper, but as I didn’t
have any here I decided to fit my work into a carton vegetable tray.
I still want to complete 2 of the 7 challenges and I am especially looking forward
to the one with Anne Kelly, whose talk and workshop for the ERTF a couple of
years ago I really enjoyed.
The next thing I got involved in was a Self-Isolation project organised by Sian
Fenwick and a fellow artist for a charity in Bushey, which received special funding
for this. Sian invited me to take part in this Ascend Blanket Project for which about
40 women are creating a stitched 8 inch square, expressing their thoughts and
feelings about being in lockdown. The squares are then sewed by Sian onto a
woollen blanket with spaced borders to represent social distancing. Another
group (a jewellery group) are making ‘bridges’ to connect all the squares.
I have just finished and sent my work, registered-post, back to Sian.

CATHERINA PETIT-VAN HOEY PART 2 CREATIONS
What to Do

THOUGHTS BY EVA CANTIN
I think the impact of this lockdown period has probably been lighter for me than it
has been for people with more active lives. I have grown used to restricting
activity outside my home and rationing social contacts while also doing very little
at home...... but that has been for long-term health reasons. I am certainly no
more or less productive creatively. I managed to complete my new piece for
Sense of Place early in May, recording much of the process on my blog. Now I
need to write the accompanying statement, but this is always a bit of a chore. Like
doing my homework, I tend to put this off until the last minute.
Mostly I have been keeping busy maintaining contact for myself and others. The
internet has been my access to the outside world for a long time and I have been
blogging for years, both personally, on stickyfingerstuff , and for my local EG
Branch on Hertstitch . My personal blog has been rather neglected in favour of
increasing the material I post on Hertstitch, with help from the amazing variety of
material Frances posts on our ERTF FaceBook site.
I have been delighted to find that more textile-related groups and events have
been releasing their material digitally. As a person who can’t get out much I really
appreciate opportunities to experience exhibitions and events on screen, in the
comfort of my home, with a cup of tea. Many tutors, speakers and artists are now
discovering that they can engage with wider audiences without the inconvenience
of travel. I really hope that this will continue and develop further. It will never be
the same as “real” visits and contact but it does open so many possibilities. In
some cases digital presentation enables really close inspection which could only
be accomplished with special permissions and/or equipment for the real items.
Among my favourite “discoveries” have been Unbound , Cité Dentelle , Textile
Artist’ s Community Stitch Challenge and the many museums who have all sorts
of digital resources waiting to be explored. Also I was really impressed with the
Prism online exhibition and festival . This allowed me to make repeat visits to
view the works and absorb several of the articles and artist’s texts, a process
which will continue for a while yet as there is so much of it! I really hope they will
do this for future exhibitions, even if I can get to the venue to experience the
works live, the additional opportunity to take time in exploring the background
before or after a visit adds so much to my appreciation of the works shown.

THOUGHTS BY EVA CANTIN
My other “discovery” has been Zoom. I had never used Skype, Facetime or any of
the other video contact platforms, sticking to old technology in the form of our
landline. What a revelation! As soon as I had got the hang of the basics I started
hosting sessions for Herts branch EG members. The take up has been limited,
but several members attend most sessions to spend a little time in the company
of other “thread heads”. It’s surprising how much stitching goes on while we share
what we have been up to and offer tips and information where needed. I am in
admiration of those who have been busily stitching masks, scrub bags and even
“proper” protective clothing for others. My own efforts have been limited to masks
for family and personal use.
I had hoped to make more progress with a slow, stitch-doodled bag, but that will
continue to keep me occupied for some months to come.

EVA CANTIN CREATIONS

ERTF MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Banner Brief
The initial idea for the ERTF Banner has now been
developed a bit further. We hope this will help us to create a
visually coherent result, which also displays the variety and
quality of members’ work.
Kits are being produced and will include full guidance, a
piece of background cloth, a template, a skein of stranded
cotton and a colour sample card. Members can volunteer to
stitch one or more.
There are 25 letters to be made: Eastern Region Textile
Forum. Only the letter shape is to be filled with your design,
in the style and technique of your choice. Your letter should
be outlined in the colour provided and the background should
be left blank.
If you want a specific letter you can request it, but if it has
already been allocated a random one will be sent.
Please contact Eva (eva.cantin@hotmail.co.uk) for your kit. If
you live in or near St Albans you can arrange to collect it,
otherwise it will be posted to you, so please provide a postal
address.

HANNAH RAE EXHIBITION
Hannah is having an exhibition of her work as part of Open Windows 2020, which
is the social distancing rework of open Studios. She would be lovely to see some
local members! Details in the flyer below.

